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“Our team produced another record quarter, continuing to 
showcase our ability to deliver across all lines of business. 
Consolidated parts and service revenues and gross profit, were 
stand outs, with double digit growth. The sizable increase in 
vehicles sold, allowed our F&I team to deliver record F&I revenues,” 
said Daryl Kenningham, Group 1’s President and Chief Executive 
Officer. “Our return-focused capital allocation strategy continues to 
benefit our shareholders by generating record adjusted diluted 
earnings per share in the quarter.”
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*See Press Release Financial Tables for Non-GAAP Reconciliation

 
3Q23 Parts & Service revenues set 
record for the 10th consecutive 
quarter

3Q23 Record F&I revenues
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SHARE REPURCHASE %
Return-focused capital
allocation strategy

Since January 1, 2021:
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Forward-Looking Statements

This presentation contains "forward-looking statements" within the meaning of the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995, 
which are statements related to future, not past, events and are based on our current expectations and assumptions regarding our 
business, the economy and other future conditions. In this context, the forward-looking statements often include statements 
regarding our strategic investments, goals, plans, projections and guidance regarding our financial position, results of operations and 
business strategy, including the annualized revenues of recently completed acquisitions or dispositions and other benefits of such 
currently anticipated or recently completed acquisitions or dispositions. These forward-looking statements often contain words such 
as "expects," "anticipates," "intends," "plans," "believes," "seeks," "should," "foresee," "may" or "will" and similar expressions. 

While management believes that these forward-looking statements are reasonable as and when made, there can be no assurance 
that future developments affecting us will be those that we anticipate. Any such forward-looking statements are not assurances of 
future performance and involve risks and uncertainties that may cause actual results to differ materially from those set forth in the 
statements. These risks and uncertainties include, among other things, (a) general economic and business conditions, (b) the level of 
manufacturer incentives, (c) the future regulatory environment, (d) our ability to obtain an inventory of desirable new and used 
vehicles, (e) our relationship with our automobile manufacturers and the willingness of manufacturers to approve future acquisitions, 
(f) our cost of financing and the availability of credit for consumers, (g) our ability to complete acquisitions and dispositions, on a 
timely basis, if at all and the risks associated therewith, (h) foreign exchange controls and currency fluctuations, (i) the armed 
conflicts in Ukraine and the Middle East and the ongoing labor strike in the U.S. involving automobile workers in the United Auto 
Workers labor union on our business and the supply chains upon which our business is dependent, (j) the impacts of continued 
inflation and any potential global recession, (k) our ability to maintain sufficient liquidity to operate, and (l) our ability to successfully 
integrate recent and future acquisitions. 

For additional information regarding known material factors that could cause our actual results to differ from our projected results, 
please see our filings with the Securities and Exchange Commission, including our Annual Report on Form 10-K, Quarterly Reports on 
Form 10-Q and Current Reports on Form 8-K. Readers are cautioned not to place undue reliance on forward-looking statements, 
which speak only as of the date hereof. We undertake no obligation to publicly update or revise any forward-looking statements after 
the date they are made, whether as a result of new information, future events or otherwise.

Non-GAAP Financial Measures
In�addition�to�evaluating�the��nancial�condition�and�results�of�our�operations�in�accordance�with�U.S.�GAAP,�from�time�to�time�our 
management evaluates and analyzes results and any impact on the Company of strategic decisions and actions relating to, among other 
things,�cost�reduction,�growth,�pro�tability�improvement�initiatives,�and�other�events�outside�of�normal,�or�“core,”�business�and�operations,
by�considering�alternative��nancial�measures�not�prepared�in�accordance�with�U.S.�GAAP.�In�our�evaluation�of�results�from�time�to�time,
we exclude items that do not arise directly from core operations, such as non-cash asset impairment charges, out-of-period adjustments,
legal matters, gains and losses on dealership franchise or real estate transactions, and catastrophic events, such as hailstorms,
hurricanes,�and�snow�storms.�Because�these�non-core�charges�and�gains�materially�affect�the�Company’s��nancial�condition�or�results�in
the�speci�c�period�in�which�they�are�recognized,�management�also�evaluates,�and�makes�resource�allocation�and�performance�evaluation
decisions based on, the related non-GAAP measures excluding such items. This includes evaluating measures such as adjusted selling,
general and administrative expenses, adjusted net income, adjusted diluted earnings per share, and constant currency. These adjusted 
measures�are�not�measures�of��nancial�performance�under�U.S.�GAAP,�but�are�instead�considered�non-GAAP��nancial�performance 
measures.�Non-GAAP�measures�do�not�have�de�nitions�under�U.S.�GAAP�and�may�be�de�ned�differently�by,�and�not�be�comparable
to�similarly�titled�measures�used�by,�other�companies.�As�a�result,�any�non-GAAP��nancial�measures�considered�and�evaluated�by 
management are reviewed in conjunction with a review of the most directly comparable measures calculated in accordance with U.S.
GAAP. We caution investors not to place undue reliance on such non-GAAP measures, but also to consider them with the most directly 
comparable U.S. GAAP measures.

In�addition�to�using�such�non-GAAP�measures�to�evaluate�results�in�a�speci�c�period,�management�believes�that�such�measures�may 
provide more complete and consistent comparisons of operational performance on a period-over-period historical basis and a better 
indication�of�expected�future�trends.�Our�management�also�uses�these�adjusted�measures�in�conjunction�with�U.S.�GAAP��nancial 
measures to assess our business, including communication with our Board of Directors, investors, and industry analysts concerning 
�nancial�performance.�We�disclose�these�non-GAAP�measures,�and�the�related�reconciliations,�because�we�believe�investors�use
these metrics in evaluating longer-term period-over-period performance, and to allow investors to better understand and evaluate the 
information used by management to assess operating performance. The exclusion of certain expenses in the calculation of non-GAAP 
�nancial�measures�should�not�be�construed�as�an�inference�that�these�costs�are�unusual�or�infrequent.�We�anticipate�excluding�these 
expenses�in�the�future�presentation�of�our�non-GAAP��nancial�measures.


